MID-SEMESTER CONFERENCE

FAU Communication Disorders Clinic - Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders

Client:                                          Date:

Graduate Student Clinician:                      Supervisor:

Participants’ Signatures:

__________________________________________________________________  ____________________________
(Client/Client’s parent)  (Student Clinician)

__________________________________________________________________
(Supervisor)

INFORMATION TO BE TRANSMITTED:

• Semester Goals Include:
  o
  o
  o
A Brief Summary of Progress and Direction:

[For Example]:

John Doe is progressing well with the goals listed above. In the most recent session he was able to self-correct over half of his incorrect productions. Production of all three phonemes is more difficult for him in the final position of words. He has almost mastered the first language level (word for /x, y/ and phrase for /z/) for all phonemes, and is beginning to work on the next language level. With cues and more practice, it is thought that he will master these goals by the end of the semester.

INFORMATION TO BE ELICITED:

- Are you satisfied with the treatment session so far? _____ (Y/N)
- Do you feel as though ______________’s needs are being met? _____ (Y/N)
- Is there anything we are not addressing in therapy that you would like to see addressed?
  [For Example]:
  Handwrite in conference, something like: “Client’s parent has recently noticed that he has difficulty producing “x” when “l” follows it in a blend, and asked if this might be added to his goals.”

- Do you have any questions?
  [For Example]:
  Handwrite in conference, something like: “No further questions at this time.” Or, “The client’s mother wanted to know about how much more therapy he will need.”

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

Continue plan as stated _____ (Y/N) and

Change or add the following: